Abstract: VANET is a technology which make use of moving vehicles having location based senses to make a communication network for communicating between vehicle and the base station to transfer safety and non-safety related data like traffic alert, navigation, accident and multimedia applications and so on. Vanet having mainly three parameter they are vehicle, roadside unit and regional trusted authority. Roadside unit is the base station for particular region and regional trusted authority which act as a server. The security in privacy preservation and handoff between the base stations i.e. road side unit between different technologies is a serious issue in VANET. In the proposed system we are providing Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH) cryptography using public key where we have different key for encryption and decryption and we make use of digital signature for data integrity for security, the authorized authority have the access to track the vehicle using regional trusted authority server which have all information of the vehicle which make sense of non-repudiation in VANET and efficient vertical handoff between Road Side Unit based on signal strength and bandwidth between WLAN and WiMAX insure efficient coverage and multimedia access to the vehicle.
Introduction
Wireless networks is providing mobility and unprecedented freedom for wireless devises. VANET is a wireless network from the subnetwork of MANET. There are two type of wireless network they are infrastructure and Ad hoc Networks. Infrastructure network is having fixed base station and base station connected to the network using wired interface. Ad hoc Networks network is non-infrastructure network which make use of wireless interface to connect base station and the user network. There are three type of Ad hoc Networks network they are wireless mesh network (WMN), wireless sensor network (WSN), mobile ad-hoc network (MANET). A wireless mesh network (WMN) is a network made of mesh tropology consists of radio nodes mesh router, mesh gateway and clients. A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists sensor network which is used to monitor environmental and non-environmental conditions like temperature, sound, pressure, motion, humidity, pollution and so on. These sensor network will frequently transform information with maser station and work adequately the help of centralized monitoring system. A mobile ad-hoc network is a network which connected by wireless links which having is self-configuring capability and is infrastructure less network. In MANET each user can join and leave the network without any permission at any time and each user is free to move anywhere in network coverage area.
VANET is part of MANET which make use of moving vehicle to make a mobile network to communicate between vehicle and base station i.e. the roadside unit. VANET composes of three main component they are Vehicle, Road Side Unit (RSU) act as base station and the Regional Trusted Authority (RTA). To provide an efficient communication and coverage to vehicle we need to have interoperation between different wireless networks. Each vehicle in the VANET network is connected to a particular network, if we consider only one wireless network to be accessed to base station i.e. is the RSU then network will not be efficient when that particular access technology is not available but some other wireless network is available. So here we are proposing a system for VANET which can interoperate with various WLAN and WiMAX, this is done using vertical-handoff between the networks. Meanwhile there are different Security Vulnerabilities for VANET like jamming, forgery, privacy, authentication, false position indication and so on, because of this data which is communicating in the network should be protected so we are using an Elliptical Curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH) for data communication.
Related Works
VANET provides various research in communication between vehicles to make a safety related application like accident avidness, traffic jam, criminal identification, vehicle tracing and so on. VANET implementation using ID based Cryptography [6, 3, 4 ,13} which provide privacy preservation and non-repudiation to VANET using public key cryptography here it use user defined ID for communication, which intern secure privet data of the vehicle and the authorized authority can get all the information of the vehicle like tracing of vehicle so it provide non-repudiation concept. communication between vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to Road Side Unit (RSU) is done using ID based online offline cryptography because vehicle to vehicle communication should be always active i.e. it should transfer real time data to vehicle and RSU to vehicle is done using ID based cryptography (IBS), where ones the vehicle is registered on RSU it can make offline communication between RSU and vehicle without any authentication. When analyzing on cryptography for VANET [1, 14, 22, 17] it show that asymmetric key cryptography is highly secure than symmetric key cryptography where symmetric key cryptography is faster than asymmetric key cryptography Licensed Under Creative Commons Attribution CC BY because key length is less. In the proposed system we are using Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH) cryptography which is an asymmetric key cryptography which is highly secure. Routing protocol for identifying whether serves provider is available if not it will use internet for accessing vehicle communication [8, 10, 17, 20, 16] . VANET is mainly having three main block [5, 16] [16, 24] , RSU which is a base station which cover certain area and transfer safety and multimedia message [6, 16, 9] , RTA [2, 20] which is a server which is having all information about vehicle and RSU which help for tracing of vehicle for authorized people. From all this works it do not show any information about Handoff between different Road Side Unit (RSU) or base station, there are different access technology's like Wi-Fi, WiMAX, UMTS, and various WLAN so it essential for a hand off between RSU for getting access to this technology. Using vertical handoff we are make handoff between different access technologies' [18, 19] . In this proposed system we are providing an efficient handoff for base station i.e. RSU between WLAN and WiMAX using vertical handoff based on signal strength and QOS which make a vast coverage and multimedia application for VANET.
System Implementation
The VANET network is implements using mainly three components as shown in Figure- 1. Vehicle which is the user is registered in Regional Trusted Authority [RTA] when entering VANET environment. Vehicle have its own user defined ID which preserve private data and is registered with RTA. We are using Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH) Public Key Cryptography algorithms, where it have different key for encryption and decryption. Using Public Key Cryptography (PKC) each vehicle create its own private and public key and it is known to RTA. RTA pass the public key of the vehicles to RSU and it transfer to vehicles in network using this public key vehicle make communication. ECDH make high security by adding digital signature.
Figure 1: System Modules
In the existing system we Road Side Unit (RSU) which is the base station using UMTS and it cannot interoperate with other mobile technology's this is a disadvantages for the existing VANET technologies. So here we are proposing a vertical handover scheme for VANET to use WiMAX and WLAN as shown in Figure- VANET is having mainly two types of applications they are safety related and non-safety related application. Safety related message is the road information such as vehicle collision alert, emergency warning of stopped vehicle, and warning about road condition and so on. Non safety related application is for Internet connectivity related message and application such as web browsing, entertainment and mobile commerce. Internet is essential for internet and multimedia related application, so handoff scheme between different access technologies is essential in VANET because there will be absence of signal availability i.e. non coverage area for a particular access technology so interoperation between different access technologies for base station or RSU is critical one. Hand off between same networks is done using horizontal handoff and different technology is done using vertical handoff. Vertical Handoff process consist of three main phases they are network discovery, handoff decision and triggering and handoff execution
Network discovery: mobile terminal should know which all wireless network are available and accessible.
Handoff decision and triggering: using vertical handoff algorithm it provide handoff request between base station i.e. RSU based on network parameter like connection time, bandwidth, power, cost, security level, ,QOS and user preferences.
Handoff execution: This is the phase where Actual transfer of the current base station to the new base station and data transfer session take place through new RSU.
Cryptographic Method
The proposed system efficient handoff based privacy preservation for VANET is based on public key cryptography using Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH). This provide a highly efficient privacy preservation for VANET by preserving privet information of the vehicle. The system use user defined ID which do not have any information about the real identification of the vehicle. We are having public and privet key, using public key the message is encrypted and sent to the receiving user or vehicle and at the receiver end it is decrypted using the privet key of the receiver this show the basic public key cryptography. The Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH) operation is illustrated in Figure-3 .
Figure 3: Cryptographic Process
From the figure we have two user i.e. user A and B, to make sure privacy preservation and security to the user using ECDH we have digital signature and encryption of message. User A make digital signature using private key of A and encrypt the message to B using public key of B then it is transmitted in a secure channel and it is received by the user B, B receive the encrypted and signed message and it decrypt the message using privet key of user B and verify the signature using public key of A. This make a efficient privacy in VANET.
Handoff Algorithm
Handoff is essential for handoff in VANET between various access technologies, here we are providing a handoff between WLAN and WiMAX which is initiated using certain parameters like signal strength, Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and Bandwidth. From the flow diagram in Figure-4 show the illustration of Handoff. First we consider user or vehicle is in the coverage of WLAN, if the SNR is above some threshold and having good coverage then the user or vehicle will be in coverage of WALN, it also check the number of connection in the current WLAN and if the we have less number of connection then there will be only small delay and the connection is efficient. If SNR is below the threshold and user is having low coverage mobile node will scan for WWAN i.e. here we are using WiMAX and it will initiate a vertical handoff between WLAN and WiMAX. Vertical handoff is also initiated even though we are having a good coverage at the present base station if number of user connected to the present base station or RSU is more so that delay in overall connection will be more so it initiate Vertical handoff between the both. When switching of WLAN to WWAN the WWAN will always scan the WLAN for better coverage and bandwidth for hand off and the process will continue. We have added the connection parameter which make efficient QOS to the entire system which make a new handoff system for VANET. 
Program Modules
The program modules of the proposed system is of four parts they are 1. Network selection 2. Fading Detection 3. Vertical Handoff between WiMAX/WLAN 4. Effective handoff
Network Selection
The proposed system is having basically three component they are the user or the vehicle, Road side unit (RSU) or base station and the Reginal Trusted Authority (RTA). In this project we use two type RSU access point i.e. WLAN and WiMAX.
The network selection module should know information of access point that are available at the location, so that it can select one among them according to their priority. WiMAX system is having three type of network component they are the base station (BS), Relay station and user. In the system implementation we implement three type of relay station as follows 1)Standardized fixed relays station: this relay station is the fixed position which relay information to user 2)femto or picocell base station which is having wireless capability to relay information in a wireless medium, using this function it can relay the fixed femto or picocell BSs with wireless relay functionalities it can relay information to user and WLAN and WiMAX station. 3)Mobile relays station: which is used to relay in formation to user any SS with relaying functionality.
Fading Detection
This module is used to detect fading of access signal. Fading of signal is due to movement of the mobile node or the user i.e. it will move away from the coverage area of the access point. If the user is stationary always there will not be any signal fading.
Fading is measured by using some threshold if the user is under some threshold value it require a handoff to new access point which have a good coverage for the user, if the user having signal strength above the threshold it do not require any hand off because it satisfy all the requirement to stay in the correct location. Due to fading system experience delay in data transition so it is essential to avoid this fading. In the proposed system fading occur when the mobile node move away from access point.
Vertical Handoff
Vertical handoff is used when we need to interact with different access technology's .If the mobile node and the base station detect fading of signal handoff is initiated. Handoff between same networks is done using horizontal handoff method. In our system we are proposing vertical handoff i.e. we are providing a efficient handoff implementation between WiMAX and WLAN both are of different access technology. WiMAX is having IEEE standard of IEEE 802.16 and a bandwidth of 2.5GHz. WLAN have IEEE standard of IEEE 802.11 and a bandwidth of 2.4 GHz.
Effective Handoff
The proposed system implementation handoff is based on two parameter the signal fading and number of user attached to the RSU or base station.
In the normal handoff the handoff is made if the user node detect a signal fading, in this system we are including the number of user attachment in the given access point, i.e. if more number of users are attached to the current base station conjugation will occur and it result in delay in packet delivery. So in this system handoff will be initiated even though we do not have a fading signal but if the number of user connect to the base station is more than the users will switch to nearby base station to form a hand off, this will make a handoff and we will have good QOS and network quality.
Results
Stimulation the proposed system is done using network stimulator (ns2) using a Nam window and Xgraph. Nam window is used to show the stimulation output and Xgraph is used to trace the graph. System output include creating the VANET environment, Attack by malicious node, Vertical handoff and security enhancement using the proposed system. We have Creating VANET Environment using 14 mobile user i.e. the vehicle, three WLAN base station and one WiMAX base station. Using WLAN and WiMAX it create a handoff between the both according to signal fading based on threshold and number of user connected. In the result part we have crated malicious effected part and the proposed system to detect and overcome the malicious base station using Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH) cryptography. We create a WLAN node as malicious node so that all the packed which are transmitted through that specific base station or the RSU are dropped and it effect the entire communication system. Using the proposed system it can easily detect the malicious base station and indicate the user that the particular base station is malicious node and system avoid the communication through that node and preserve the privacy and enhance the security using ECDH cryptography. We analyzed the entire system using Xgraph by three parameter Throughput, Packet delay and overhead.
Throughput show the amount of information that is delivered at a particular time. Analyzing the graph Figure-5 it show that the throughput for current proposed system offers higher throughput than the existing VANET systems. The proposed system avoid and detect the malicious node so that it avoid the path through that node, so we are having a good throughput. Figure-7 show overhand graph which show high overhead because we are using a efficient handoff using Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH) cryptography which provide enough security and avoid malicious node, so it is having a complex computation and time consuming this result in a bit high overhead than the system which do not have a secure communication system. 
Conclusion
The proposed system efficient handoff based privacypreservation for VANETS provide efficient handoff between WLAN and WiMAX and make a large coverage and multimedia application to the vehicle. High security and location preservation of vehicle is done using Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH) cryptography. Analysis and performance show that the proposed system is efficient and adequate for VANET environment. The security in privacy and preservation can be farther enhanced using a hybrid cryptography combining asymmetric and symmetric key cryptography. The proposed VANET system analyses the efficient handoff between WLAN and WiMAX and it can be extended to all the current access technology available so that VANT can have vast coverage over the globe. 
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